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Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
 

Annual Progress Report:  2011 Formula Grant 
 

Reporting Period 

 

July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014 

 

Formula Grant Overview 

 

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia received $3,521,179 in formula funds for the grant 

award period January 1, 2012 through December 31, 2015.  Accomplishments for the reporting 

period are described below. 

 

Research Project 1:  Project Title and Purpose 

 

Highly Active Cell Therapy of Cancer – Our purpose is to develop engineered T cell therapies for 

B cell malignancies, leukemias, and certain specific solid tumors such as neuroblastoma and 

synovial sarcoma. Using chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) which target tumors and activate T 

cells (CART cells), and an efficacious clinical-grade (GMP) ex vivo cell manufacturing system, 

we will continue our highly promising use of CAR-engineered T cells. This grant will support 

preclinical studies to optimize CARs in mouse xenograft models, as well as early phase clinical 

trials testing a variety of CAR-mediated T cell therapy approaches. 

 

Anticipated Duration of Project 

 

1/1/2012 – 12/31/2015 

 

Project Overview 
 

The overall goal of this Pennsylvania Department of Health Formula Project is to develop clini-

cally efficacious methods of treating high-risk and relapsed leukemia, lymphoma and some solid 

tumors with chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-armed T cells. The long-term goal of our cell ther-

apy group is to establish improved treatments for hematologic malignancies and other tumors by 

engineering, optimizing, and clinically testing these highly active anti-cancer T cells. This treat-

ment approach could potentially obviate the need for allogeneic stem cell transplant for some 

patients. Our preliminary clinical data showing cures of patients with high burdens of refractory 

tumor provide the first clear proof of concept and proof of mechanism for an anti-cancer cell 

therapy, and are potentially paradigm-shifting. They suggest that the central problems of expan-

sion and persistence of therapeutic cells in the patient after infusion are solvable using the right 

cell manufacturing system and the right CAR design. With successful expansion and long-term 

persistence in the patient, even small doses of T cells can lyse very large tumor burdens. In order 

to leverage the dramatic results we have seen and continue to develop these approaches for pedi-

atric cancer patients, we are proposing a 4 year combined basic/translational cell therapy pro-
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gram for CHOP. We propose 3 Aims to build on these results and establish cell therapy infra-

structure at CHOP: 

 

Aim 1. Develop novel CARs targeting antigens other than CD19, and develop RNA transfection 

as an alternative approach to lentiviral transduction to temporarily express CARs on T cells. 

 

Aim 2. Perform 3 cell therapy trials testing CD19-targeted CAR+ T cell approaches in patients 

with B cell malignancies such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), CLL and non-Hodgkin 

lymphoma (NHL). 

 

Aim 3. Using CARs and approaches developed in Aim 1, take engineered T cell-based therapy 

into trials enrolling non-B cell cancers, including sarcoma (target NY-ESO-1), acute mye-

logenous leukemia (AML; target mesothelin), and neuroblastoma (target GD2). 

 

Principal Investigator 

 

Stephan A. Grupp, MD, PhD 

Professor of Pediatrics 

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

3501 Civic Center Blvd. 

Philadelphia, PA 19104-4318 

 

Other Participating Researchers 

 

David Barrett, MD PhD – employed by The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

Carl H. June, MD; Bruce L. Levine, PhD; Yangbing Zhao, MD PhD – employed by the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania 

 

Expected Research Outcomes and Benefits 

 

Expected outcomes and benefits include the following: 

1. Initiate a trial to test CAR-T cell therapy in children with CD19+ malignancies. CARs are 

chimeric antigen receptors that redirect T cells to cancer cells and activate the T cells so 

they kill the tumor. Any cancer target or tumor-associated antigen which is recognized by 

an antibody can in principle be made into a CAR. 

2. Develop mRNA-based CARs to supplement permanent modification of T cell by lentivi-

rus. We anticipate gaining a better understanding of the performance of mRNA CAR+ T 

cells in animal models that will guide our use of them in the clinic. 

3. A better understanding of the nature and phenotype of long-term engrafting T cells and 

their impact on disease control in animal models. 

4. Extend the CD19 CAR concept to mRNA CARs and to the allogeneic transplant setting. 

5. Develop CARs that can target non B cell tumor antigens, to test CARs against AML and 

solid tumors. 

6. Further develop clinically relevant xenograft models of pediatric cancer, translating data 

from these models to clinical trial design. 
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7. The overall goal is improve treatment options for patients with high-risk and relapsed 

cancers. 

 

Summary of Research Completed 
 

Milestones for this year: 

 Open a 3rd cell therapy trial at CHOP. Accomplished. Current trials open at CHOP are: 

o CHP959 IRB 7706 CART19 engineered T cell trial: post stem cell transplant 

(SCT or allo) cohort* 

o CHP959 IRB 7706 CART19 trial: non-SCT cohort* 

* combined into a single trial at FDA request 

o IRB 9915 biology trial – Lymphocyte functional capacity for immunotherapy 

o 13BT022 IRB 10763 – humanized CART19 trial 

o 11BT053 IRB 8648 – NY-ESO1 T cell receptor (TCR)-engineered T cells for 

synovial sarcoma 

 Continue accrual to cell therapy trials. Accomplished. Total accrual to CHOP959 now 

21 patients to SCT cohort, 11 to non-SCT cohort; 9915, 35 patients; 13BT022, 1 patient. 

 Collect biology samples on each treated/infused cell therapy patient. Accomplished. Re-

sults reported in New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) paper (cited #11, below). We 

have had 100% of patients with samples collected and >98% individual sample collection 

compliance on each study.   

 Report results from lab studies at a national meeting. Accomplished – multiple abstracts 

at the American Society of Hematology and other national meetings. 8 abstract references 

from this grant period will be provided in final report. 

 

Report 

The long-term goal of our the CHOP Cell Therapy Group (CCTG) is to establish improved 

treatments for leukemias and other tumors by engineering, optimizing, and clinically testing 

highly active anti-cancer T cells. This treatment approach could potentially replace expensive 

and risky bone marrow transplants for some patients. CCTG has made significant progress over 

the past year in both clinical trials and lab work exploring T cells engineered with chimeric anti-

gen receptors (CARs). Our work has been directed toward testing the hypothesis that pediatric 

cancers can be targets for CAR-engineered T cells. 

 

Summary of current work for Aim 1: AML CARs. In this work, we have identified CD123 ex-

pression on the majority of tested AML specimens and developed new anti-CD123 CAR T cells 

(CART123) for preclinical testing, advancing ahead of our initially proposed target, which was 

mesothelin. We demonstrated in vitro potency and specificity of CART123 against AML via 

degranulation assays and cytotoxicity assays using both AML cell lines and primary human 

AML specimens. We further demonstrated in vivo efficacy of CART123 treatment of immuno-

compromised mice engrafted with human AML via bioluminescent imaging (GFP+/luciferase+ 

MOLM14 xenograft models; Figure 1) and by quantitative flow cytometry (primary human 

AML xenograft models, see ref #9). The majority of MOLM14 mice treated with CART123 

cleared their leukemias and were long-term survivors in comparison to saline-treated or 

CART19-treated mice (negative controls). Some CART123-treated primary AML xenografts 
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also cleared their leukemias, but many mice with high AML burdens appeared ill at 7-10 days 

post-CART123 treatment and died (ref #9). Subsequent analyses suggest that mice died with 

massive tumor lysis syndrome and/or cytokine release syndrome, highlighting the in vivo poten-

cy of these CARs.  Analyses of mice engrafted with normal human hematopoietic cells that were 

subsequently treated with CART123 demonstrated significant myeloablation, highlighting the 

potential for hematologic toxicity. A manuscript detailing this work was just published in Blood 

(#9, below). The plan is to take CART123 forward on an RNA-transfected T cell platform if on-

going testing in non-human primates (outside the scope of this grant) show acceptable toxicity. 

 

Aim 2 (ALL and NHL): Status of the clinical trials. We are accruing children to both allo/SCT 

and non-allo/SCT cohorts on CHP-959: Pilot Study of Redirected Autologous T Cells Engi-

neered to Contain Anti-CD19 Attached to TCRz And 4-1BB Signaling Domains in Patients with 

Chemotherapy Resistant or Refractory CD19+ Leukemia and Lymphoma.  

 

As indicated above, the second cell therapy trial we proposed in the grant, using allogeneic 

CART19 cells, is now accruing as Cohort 2 in the above trial at the FDA’s suggestion. We have 

accrued 11 patients to Cohort 1 (no prior allo SCT) and 21 patients to Cohort 2 (s/p allo SCT). 

This accrual is well in excess of our anticipated accrual rate, and fortunately the Cell and Vac-

cine Production Facility at U Penn has been able to support the production of 3-4 cell therapy 

products per month for our trial. We have reported results from 25 pediatric and 5 adult patients, 

which is now in press in the New England Journal of Medicine (reference #11 below). This trial 

of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-modified T cells targeting CD19 was developed for patients 

with relapsed/refractory ALL. Autologous T cells transduced with a CD19-directed CAR 

(CART19/CTL019) lentiviral vector were infused into patients with relapsed/refractory ALL at 

doses of 0.76-20.6x10
6
 CTL019 cells/kg. Patients were monitored for response, toxicity, expan-

sion and persistence of circulating CTL019 T cells. 30 patients with relapsed/refractory ALL re-

ceived CART19/CTL019. CRs were achieved in 27/30 patients (90%), including 2 blina-

tumomab-refractory patients and 15 with prior SCT. CTL019 cells proliferated in vivo and were 

detectable in blood, bone marrow, and cerebrospinal fluid of responding patients. Sustained re-

missions were achieved with 6-month event-free survival of 67% (95% confidence interval [CI], 

51-88%) and overall survival of 78% (95% CI, 65-95%). Probability of 6-month CTL019 persis-

tence was 68% (95% CI, 50-92%) and relapse-free B cell aplasia was 73% (95% CI, 57- 94%). 

All patients experienced cytokine release syndrome (CRS). Severe CRS, seen in 27% of patients, 

was associated with higher disease burden and effectively treated with the anti-IL-6 receptor an-

tibody tocilizumab. These results from the ongoing CART19 study show that CAR-modified T-

cell therapy against CD19 is effective for relapsed/refractory ALL. CART19/CTL019 achieved a 

high remission rate even in patients for whom previous SCT had failed, and durable remissions 

up to 26 months have been observed.  

 

These study results have driven the development of a phase 2 multicenter trial in pediatric ALL, 

which opened on 7/16/14. The goal of this trial is to provide registration data to the Food and 

Drug Administration in the hope that we will be able to turn this PA DOH-supported cell therapy 

into an FDA approved therapy. Our compelling data underpin this hope, as does the recent deci-

sion by the FDA to award this therapy with the Breakthrough Therapy designation, the first cell 

therapy treatment to receive this designation and the first time an academic group has received 
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such a designation (http://www.uphs.upenn.edu/news/News_Releases/2014/07/ctl019/). The 

drug company Novartis is also investing in and has licensed this CAR T cell technology. 

 

Aim 3 (Neuroblastoma and sarcoma): Status of the preclinical work and the clinical trials. A sar-

coma study is open (NY-ESO1 TCR, see above) but has yet to accrue at CHOP. Expanding eli-

gibility to other NY-ESO+ pediatric tumors continues to be discussed but has yet to be imple-

mented. Preclinical studies on neuroblastoma are complete and have been submitted for publica-

tion (Singh et al., Cancer Immunology Research, revision invited). This will be reported next 

year when the paper is accepted. A protocol for treatment of neuroblastoma with GD2-targeted 

RNA CAR T cells has been written, GMP (clinical grade) RNA has been made, and the IND will 

be submitted next week.  

 

Papers published with CURE grant support. 

 

1. Schultz, RK, KS Baker, JJ Boelens, CM Bollard, RM Egeler, M Cowan, R Ladenstein, A. 

Lankester, F Locatelli, A Lawitschka, JE Levine, M Loh, E Nemecek, C Niemeyer, VK Pra-

sad, V Rocha, S Shenoy, B Strahm, P Veys, D wall, P Bader, SA Grupp, MA Pulsipher, and 

C Peters. 2013. Challenges and opportunities for international cooperative studies in pediatric 

hematopoietic cell transplantation priorities of the Westhafen Intercontinental Group. Biol 

Blood Marrow Transplant, Sep. 19(9):1279-87. Doi: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2013.07.006. Epub 2013 

Jul 21. PMID: 23883618. NIHMS: 607798. 

2. Barrett, DM, X Liu, S Jiang, CH June, SA Grupp*, and Y Zhao*. 2013. Regimen specific 

effects of RNA-modified chimeric antigen receptor T cells in mice with advanced leukemia. 

Human Gene Therapy, 24(8):717-27. Doi: 10.1089/hum.2013.075.  PMID: 23883116.  

PMCID: 374289. 

*equal contribution 

3. Teachey, DT, SR Rheingold, SL Maude, G Zugmaier, DM Barrett, AE Seif, KE Nichols, EK 

Suppa, M Kalos, RA Berg, JC Fitzgerald, R Aplenc, L Gore, and SA Grupp. 2013. Cytokine 

release syndrome after blinatumomab treatment related to abnormal macrophage activation 

and ameliorated with cytokine-directed therapy. Blood. 121:5154-5157. Doi: 10.1182/blood-

2013-02-485623. Epub 2013 May 15. PMID: 23678006. NIHMS: 607684.  PMCID (when 

available). 

4. Barrett, DM, DT Teachey, and SA Grupp. 2014. Toxicity Management for Patients Receiv-

ing Novel T-cell Engaging Therapies. Current Opinion on Pediatrics. Feb, 26(1):43-9. Doi: 

10.1097/MOP.0000000000000043.  PMID: 24362408. NIHMS: 607686. 

5. Barrett, DM, N Singh, X Liu, S Jiang, CH June, SA Grupp and Y Zhao. 2014. Relation of 

clinical culture method to T-cell memory status and efficacy in xenograft models of adoptive 

immunotherapy.  Cytotherapy. Jan 15. pii:S1465-3249(13)00759. 

Doi:10.1016/j.jcyt.2013.10.013. [Epub ahead of print]  PMID: 24439255; PMCID: 3988256; 

NIHMS: 559247. 

6. Barrett, DM, N Singh, DL Porter, SA Grupp and CH June. 2014. Chimeric antigen receptor 

therapy for cancer. Ann Rev Med. Jan 14;65:333-47. Doi: 10.1146/annurev-med-060512-

150254. Epub 2013 Nov 20. PMID: 24274181.  NIHMS: 607694. 

7. Maus, MV, SA Grupp, DL Porter, and CH June. 2014. Antibody-modified T cells: CARs    

take the front seat for hematologic malignancies. Blood. Epub ahead of print. PMID: 

24578504; PMCID: 3999751. 

http://www.uphs.upenn.edu/news/News_Releases/2014/07/ctl019/
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8. Maude, SL, DM Barrett, DT Teachey, and SA Grupp. 2014. Managing cytokine release  syn-

drome associated with novel T cell engaging therapies. Cancer J, March/April, 20(2):119-

122. Doi.1097/PPO.0000000000000035. PMID: 24667956. NIHMS: 607703. 

9. Gill, S, SK Tasian, M Ruella, O Shestova, Y Li, DL Porter, M Carroll, G Danet-Desnoyers, J 

Scholler, SA Grupp, CH June, and M Kalos. 2014. Efficacy against human acute myeloid 

leukemia and myeloablation of normal hematopoiesis in a mouse model using chimeric anti-

gen receptor-modified T cells. Blood. Published ahead of print March 4, 2014, 

doi:10.1182/blood-2013-09-529537. PMID: 24596416; PMCID: 3983612. 

10. Bassiri, H, R Das, P Guan, DM Barrett, PJ Brennan, PP Banerjee, SJ Wiener, JS Orange, MB 

Brenner, SA Grupp, KE Nichols. 2014. iNKT cell cytotoxic responses control T-lymphoma 

growth in vitro and in vivo. Cancer Immunol Res, Jan 1; 2(1):59-69, doi: 10.11578/2326-

6066.CIR-13-0104. PMID: 24563871; PMCID: 3927984; NIHMS: 542978. 

11. Maude, SL N Frey, PA Shaw, R Aplenc, DM Barrett, NJ Bunin, A Chew, VE Gonzalez, Z 

Zheng, SF Lacey, BL Levine, YD Mahnke, JJ Melenhorst, SR Rheingold, A Shen, DT 

Teachey, CH June, DL Porter, and SA Grupp. 2014. Sustained Remissions with Chimeric 

Antigen Receptor T Cells For Leukemia. New England Journal of Medicine, 71:1507-17.  

PMID: 25317870. 
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Figure 1. Preclinical efficacy of CAR123 T cells in human AML xenograft models. NOD/SCID/IL-2 

receptor--chain-deficient (NSG) mice are irradiated on D0, then injected via tail vein with 

GFP/luciferase+ MOLM14 (human AML cell line) cells on D1. Bioluminescent imaging (BLI) is 

performed on Day 6 to quantify engraftment and randomize treatment groups. Vehicle (negative control), 

CART19 cells (negative control), or CART123 cells are injected IV on Day 7, and mice are followed with 

serial BLI. Quantification of BLI radiance is used as a surrogate measurement of AML burden. (A) 

Eradication of human AML occurs only in mice treated with CART123 cells, as measured by BLI 

radiance and displayed colorimetrically. In this false color image, blue represents low level light emission 

from leukemic disease burden, then green, then yellow, then red as very high disease burden. (B) 

Summary BLI data from three MOLM14 xenograft experiments demonstrate rapid leukemic progression 

in vehicle-treated (black) and CART19-treated (blue) mice, while AML eradication is observed in 

CART123-treated mice (red). Mean radiance with standard error of the mean (whiskers) are depicted at 

each timepoint. (C) Survival analysis of MOLM14 xenograft mice demonstrates significant survival of 

CART123-treated mice in comparison to vehicle- and CART19-treated mice. Attrition of CART123 T 

cell-treated mice was primarily due to BLI-detectable AML progression in facial bones and subsequent 

anorexia and weight loss. Summary data are from four experiments. 
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